
WILLIE GUNN - GOLD

Hook - Tube or Hook

Rib - Medium Gold wire

Body - Flat Holo Gold or Mylar tubing

Wing - Yellow under Orange under

   Black Bucktail

5

Secure the tube in the vice. This can be done several ways. You can

fix a needle of appropriate diameter in the vice and push the tube

tightly onto it or you can buy specialist gadgets or vices. If you are

aiming to tie a lot of tubes I would recommend a Tube vice that has

collet jaws a grips the tube like a drill does. Tie in the thread and wind

down the tube. Leave 1/
4
” of the tube bare as you will push the silicone

tube onto this for mounting the hook. Tie in a length of Gold Wire and a

length of flat Holo Gold. Wind the Holo up to the head forming a smooth

body and tie in. Rib with the Wire in nice even turns, tie in and trim off.

An alternative is to cut a length of Mylar tubing just longer than the body

length you require. Pull the centre core from the mylar just leaving the

outer braid. Thread the mylar over the tube and push down until it

reaches the end of the body. Secure this end with the thread cut off any

waste and make a whip finish, you can also tie in the mylar longer than

the tube and leave the straggly ends as a tail. Apply a drop of varnish to

the whipping. Tie the thread back in at the head end of tube and whilst

pulling the mylar tube tightly up the shank tie it off and trim the waste.

Select and prepare a small bunch of Yellow Bucktail and tie it in

spreading it around the tube with your thumbnail, now do the same with

Orange and Black bucktail tying it on top of the Yellow. The tip of the

wing should be just past the end of the hook when it is connected.

Make sure the hair is evenly spread around the tube. Remember not to

overdress the fly, you are aiming for slim fly. Wind a few turns of thread

to secure and trim off all the butts. Form a neat small head. Now apply

several coats of thin clear varnish to produce a smooth shiny head.

The original dressing had a black floss body ribbed gold.

These flies have probably caught more Salmon than any other flies.




